A fundamental problem of cyclic staffing is to size and schedule a minimumcost workforce so that sufficient workers are on duty during each time period. This may be modeled as an integer linear program with a cyclically structured 0-1 constraint matrix. We identify a large class of such problems for which special structure permits the LP to be solvbd parametrically as a bounded series of network flow problems. Moreover, an alternative solution technique is shown in which the continuous-valued LP is solved, and the result rounded in a special way to yield an optimum solution to the ILP.
IN RECENT YEARS, much interest has been focused on various
problems that arise in cyclic staffing. Such problems involve the optimal scheduling of resources to meet demands where both resource availability and demand profile are cyclic. For a survey of cyclic staffing, see Baker [2] .
One fundamental problem, called the (k, m)-cyclic staffing problem, is to minimize the linear cost of assigning persons to an m-period cyclic schedule so that (1) sufficient workers are present during time period i to meet the requirement bi, and (2) each person works a shift of k consecutive periods and is idle for the other m-k periods. Note that periods and m are considered consecutive to express the cyclic nature of the problem.
An example is the (5, 7)-cyclic staffing problem, which may be formulated as the integer linear program:
Integer Program Scheduling and integer
This models the problem of finding the minimum cost assignment of workers to shifts so that (1) each person works 5 days consecutively out of 7, and (2) at least b workers are present during day i. In 1955, Gross [10] solved the (2, m)-cyclic staffing problem. The (5, 7)-cyclic staffing problem has been studied by Tibrewala, Philippe and Brown [14] and others [1, 3, 5, 11, 12] .
Segal [14] modeled a related staffing problem when work shifts are assumed to be linear, not cyclic, as an integer program wlth consecutive ones. Veinott and Wagner [16] recognized that such integer programs can be transformed to network flow problems. We solve the (k, m)-cyclic staffing problem by transforming the integer linear program to a bounded series of network flow problems. In addition, we show how an unusual round-off property allows the problem to be solved as a continuousvalued linear program. Finally, the solution techniques are shown to extend to more general cyclic staffing problems.
THE INTEGER PROGRAM AND TWO SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
A 0-1 vector is said to be circular if its 's occur consecutively, where the first and last entries are considered to be consecutive. A matrix is called column circular (resp., row circular) if its columns (resp., rows) are circular. For example, the matrix in (1) is both row and column circular. The column circularity reflects the cyclic nature of the work shifts. However, it is the row circularity that leads to an efficient solution technique.
The integer program that we consider has the form: minimize subject to 
Bartholdi, Orlin and Ratliff 1076 represent the number of workers required during time period i, and each c, the cost of assigning a worker to shift j. Each column of A may be imagined to represent a possible work shift. The vector of all ones (resp., zeros) will be written I (resp., 0). If a circular vector is not equal to 0 or 1, then its first one (resp., last one) is that one which immediately follows (resp., precedes) a zero.
A Change of Variables
Let T be a linear transformation that is nonsingular and unimodular, and consider the change of variables implied by the substitution x = Ty. Problem (2) may be rewritten as: We consider the special T that has l's along the main diagonal and -l's immediately below. Such a T is nonsingular and unimodular, and corresponds to the substitution xL = yl; X = Y -y_-for j= 2, ... , n. Proof Since A' is a node-arc incidence matrix and c, 6b an, y, are integral, it follows from Dantzig [6] that there exist optimal, primal and dual variables that are integral. The convexity of z(.) is well known [9] . The transformed staffing problem has thus been reduced to the problem of determining an integral value yn* which minimizes z(yn), and determining optimal variables for P(y,*). 
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Proof We may assume that every nonzero optimal integer variable xj* in (2) appears with non-zero coefficient in some tight constraint, since otherwise that variable could be reduced, feasibility maintained, and the objective value not increased. Let S denote the set of indices of tight constraints. Then
Thus the problem is to search for an integer y, minimizing the convex function z( yn) over the bounded interval [0, lb] . An appropriate method is binary search (interval bisection), which is applicable to the staffing problem by the following lemma and its corollary.
Proof. For any real number y,, A' is feasible for D(y,); hence
and the result follows.
Let y,* denote an integral value that minimizes z(y). Thus, to find the minimum cost staff, we can perform binary search over y,, the workforce size, by solving a series of network flow problems to optimally schedule each size workforce. 
Parametric Algorithm
Step . Given the staffing problem (2), make the substitution x = Ty to derive the transformed staffing problem (3).
Step 2. Using binary search based on Corollary 1.4, determine an integral value y,* in [0, lb] which minimizes z(yn). At each iteration determine z(y,) by solving the network flow problem D(y,). By duality, determine the corresponding optimal variables y* to P(y,).
Step 3. Transform y* = (*, y,*) via Ty* = x* to obtain the optimal integral solution for the staffing problem (2 [7] ).
A Solution by Linear Programming
Let the linear relaxation of an integer program denote the linear program that results from dropping the integrality constraints. Yn') is optimal for the linear relaxation of the transformed staffing problem (4) , then there is an optimal integral solution (*, yn*) with I y,' -y* * < 1.
Proof Since z(. ) is convex, it follows that, for integral y,*, z(y,*) > min(z(ly,'n), z(ryn ')) where L-] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to , and r[1 denotes the least integer greater than or equal to . By Lemma 11, if there exist optimal solutions that yield objective values z(Lyn'j) and z(ry,'l), they can be taken to be integral. Furthermore P(r y,') is feasible so that an optimal solution exists yielding objective value z(ry,'l). However, it is possible that no solution exists for P( yTj), in which case Z(L ynJ) = 30 The preceding result suggests a linear programming-based algorithm for the staffing problem. Recall that y. = xl + + Xn.
+

Round-Off Algorithm
Step . Solve the linear relaxation of the staffing problem (2) to obtain x'. If x' is integer then it is optimum to (2) . If x' is not integer continue.
Step 2. Form two linear programs LP1 and LP2 from the above relaxation by adding respectively the constraints xl + ... + Xn -
.xI' + -+ x,,'j and xi + ... +,
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· · ":' " I 1.1 the solutions to LP1 and LP2 can be taken to be integral and the better of the solutions is an optimal solution to the staffing problem (2).
A Special Objective Function
Of special importance for staffing problems is the case for which the cost coefficients are equal to 1; this corresponds to minimizing the number of workers.
Let S denote the staffing problem (2) with unit cost coefficients (c = 1). Let S' be the transformed version of S as in (3). Step 1. Solve the linear relaxation of the staffing problem S for optimal continuous-valued variables xi', * , x1. Step 2. Determine optimal integer solution x* for S by x* = rx 1 'l and x* =rx +
RECOGNIZING CIRCULAR ROWS
Let A, and Ak be vectors with circular l's. We say that A, properly contains Ak if A, r Ak and the vector A, -Ak does not have circular l's. Following Tucker [ 15] , we say that column circular matrix A has properly compatible circular columns if no column of A is O or 1 and if no column properly contains another. The matrix in Figure Ia has properly compatible circular columns while the matrices in Figure 1, b and For matrices with properly compatible circular columns, a natural order suggests itself.
Column-Ordering Algorithm
1. Order columns in groups, where group i consists of those columns whose first 1 appears in row i. 2. Within each group, order columns so that column A, precedes column Ak if A, -Ak. Henceforth, we assume, without loss of generality that a matrix with properly compatible circular columns has its columns ordered as above. Then if x* is an optimal solution for P, it is possible to form (another) optimal solution by replacing x,* by xf* + x,* and replacing x,* by 0. This replacement will neither affect cost nor alter feasibility. Thus we may eliminate any columns A, (and corresponding variable x,) if there exists A, with A, s A. Continuing this procedure produces a matrix with properly compatible circular columns.
Recognizing Other Matrices with Circular Rows
There are matrices with circular rows and columns that do not have properly compatible circular columns (see Figure 1, b and c) . Furthermore, many matrices have circular rows without circular columns. Thus it would be desirable to have an algorithm which efficiently determines 
APPLICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS
A. Cyclic Staffing with Overtime
A basic staffing problem involves a facility such as a hospital that operates 24 hours each day. Assume that there are fixed hourly staff requirements bi, and that there are three basic work shifts, each of 8 hours duration: 0700-1500, 1500-2300, and 2300-0700. Overtime of up to an additional 8 hours is possible for each shift. What is the least cost assignment of personnel such that all staff requirements are met? This problem may be formulated as in Figure 2 , where the constraint matrix has properly compatible circular columns. Thus the problem may be solved either by a bounded series of network flow problems or by linear programming.
B. Days-Off Scheduling
A problem studied by Brownell and Lowerre [4] is to minimize the total workforce necessary to meet daily staffing requirements, where each worker is guaranteed two days off each week, including every other weekend. One variant of the problem is to add the restriction that the days off in each week are consecutive. The problem may then be formulated as minimize subject to cx Ax _ b x _ 0 and integer, where row circular matrix A is the matrix in Figure 3 . Thus the problem is a staffing problem as described in Section 1, and may be solved by either algorithm of Section 1. . 1 " , . . ', " .. 
D. Cyclic Staffing with Linear Penalties for Understaffing and Overstaffing
A staffing problem considered by Baker [2] is one for which thexperiod demands are not rigid. Instead there is a linear penalty ci' for understaffing, and a linear (possibly negative) penalty ci for overstaffing. This may be formnnulated as If A is the matrix for the (k, m)-staffing problem (or any other row circular matrix), the problem may be solved by the algorithms of Section
